Ever since their invention 30 years ago, checked exceptions have been a point of much discussion. On the one hand, they increase the robustness of software by preventing the manifestation of unanticipated checked exceptions at run-time. On the other hand, they decrease the adaptability of software because they must be propagated explicitly, and must often be handled even if they cannot be signalled.
INTRODUCTION
The common way of dealing with exceptional conditions in objectoriented software is the use of an exception handling mechanism. When an exceptional condition is detected by a component, it raises an exception and signals it to the caller. The caller can then handle the exception in a context dependent manner. This way, the reusability of a component is improved by removing the specific logic for handling the abnormal condition from that component. In addition, exception handling mechanisms force a separation of normal code and exception handling code, resulting in programs that are easier to understand.
Exceptions can be divided into two categories: checked exceptions and unchecked exceptions. Checked exceptions must be propagated explicitly by listing them in the method header, while unchecked exceptions are propagated implicitly. Note that this is different from the categorisation caught-uncaught, which denotes whether an exception can exit a method body.
Checked exceptions improve the robustness of software [17, 35, 34] . Because every checked exception that can be signalled during the execution of a method must either be listed in the exception clause -the throws clause in Java -of that method or handled in its body, it is impossible to encounter an unanticipated checked exception at run-time. The programmer is forced to make a decision for every checked exception, so he can be reasonably sure that all checked exceptions are handled properly.
As the software evolves, checked exceptions may need to be added to or removed from existing methods [34, 35] . The compiler will reject all methods that can encounter newly added checked exceptions, but do not deal with them. Outdated exception handlers for checked exceptions that cannot be signalled anymore will also be rejected, keeping the source code clean. Consequently, all affected methods must be modified manually by the programmer.
Unfortunately, checked exceptions also cause problems. First of all, they decrease the adaptability of software. Modifying the exception clause of a method can trigger modifications along every call chain encountering that method. Another problem is the lack of context information available to the exception handling mechanism. Often, a programmer knows that a certain checked exception cannot be signalled by a particular method invocation, but the exception handling mechanism does not. This leads to the addition of dummy exception handlers that are inconvenient and dangerous for the evolution of the program. In this paper, we track down the problems with checked exceptions to a lack of expressiveness of the exception clause. We then add the required expressiveness by introducing anchored exception declarations to provide a relative means to declare the exceptional behavior of a method besides traditional absolute declarations. Anchored exception declarations will be presented as an extension to ClassicJava [13] . The mechanism itself, however, is not specific to the Java programming language, nor to any particular exception handling mechanism.
Overview
In Section 2, we present the root of the problems with checked exceptions. We introduce anchored exception declarations in Section 3. In Section 4.1, we show that anchored exception declarations do not violate the principle of information hiding when used properly. In Section 4.2, we discuss which modifications of source code are good, and which are not. We compare anchored exception declarations with Eiffel type anchors in Section 5, and present a case study in Section 6. In Section 7, we present the formal semantics, along with the necessary rules to ensure compile-time safety, followed by an overview of the proof of soundness. The translation to Java is presented in Section 8. We discuss related work and future work in Sections 9 and 10, and we conclude in Section 11.
COPY & PASTE FOR EXCEPTIONS
The root of the problems with checked exceptions is the lack of expressiveness of the exception clause of a method. Alexander Romanovsky and Bo Sandén [42] argue that "exception handling mechanisms should correspond to the features 1 the language provides". But this is clearly not the case for the exception clause of a method. A method can delegate normal behavior and the detection and raising of exceptions to another method. If the latter is modified, the former automatically reflects the changes. Most design patterns are based on this principle [14] . But this is not so for the specification of the exceptional behavior. Current exception clauses dictate a copy & paste programming style for the exceptional interface of a method. Figure 1 shows the interface of a strategy pattern [14] with a single method that declares that it can signal any exception to maximize reusability. The template method uses a Strategy object to perform a more complex computation. The application contains a specific implementation of the strategy, MyStrategy, that can signal only the checked exception MyException. Both the specification, written in JML [27] , and the implementation of template delegate a part of their work to the strategy object. The exception clause of template, however, cannot do this; it must copy the exception clause of compute and thus declare that it can always signal Exception. Figure 2 gives an abstract illustration of the problem. Figure 2a illustrates the situation for the normal behavior. The implementation and the specification of the delegator method delegate a part of their work to the implementation and specification of the legate method. The composition is made by a client, who thus knows the specific delegator and legate. The delegations are represented by the solid arrows in the figure. As a result of this delegation, the behavior and specification of the legate method are incorporated into the delegator method. This effect is represented by the dashed arrows. Because the delegation in the specification is visible to the client of the delegator, he can incorporate the specific behavior of the specific legate into the contract of the delegator method. The delegation in the implementation ensures that the client is allowed to do this, although the compiler will not verify it -that requires a program verifier. Figure 2b illustrates the same for the exceptional behavior of both methods. The delegator signals E1 directly and propagates E2, which is signalled by the legate. The implementation will also incorporate the specific exceptional behavior of the specific legate method. In this case, however, the delegation is not visible to the client because the delegator specifies that E2 can be signalled at any time. Both the client and the compiler cannot be sure that E2 is signalled only by the legate. Because the compiler does verify the exceptional specification of a method, it forces the delegator to specify E2, and all clients of the delegator to handle it.
Reduced Adaptability
The best-known problem with checked exceptions is a decrease of the adaptability of software [17, 34, 8] . Adding new exceptions to and removing exceptions from a program is a natural consequence of software evolution, either caused by the addition of functionality [34, 8] , or by the difficulties in predicting all exceptional conditions in advance [40] . Such changes, however, cause a ripple effect along every call chain involving the modified method. Every method in such a call chain that propagates the new exception must also be modified.
In his paper introducing exception handling [17] , Goodenough already mentions this effect, and argues that it is "not entirely wasted effort". Indeed, it will reveal all methods requiring modification for dealing with the new exception, thus increasing robustness as argued in the previous section. But while not entirely wasted, the effort mostly is.
Usually, methods that do not handle exceptions, but only propagate them, will also propagate the newly added exception, as illustrated by our case study in Section 6. Such methods provide a certain functionality, but are unable to handle exceptions. So their behavior has not really changed by adding a new checked exception to their exception clause; they still do the same work and report all failures. While changes in the implementation and the postconditions of a method are propagated automatically, changes in the exception clause of a method must be propagated manually. In Section 4.2, we will discuss which code modifications are good and which are gratuitous.
As a result of the increased cost, programmers often switch to unchecked exceptions [41] , leaving room for unanticipated excep- tions at run-time. This happens to such an extent that programming languages such as C# [20] and Eiffel completely omit exception clauses, or do not enforce safety at compile-time such as C++.
The example in Figure 3 illustrates the consequences of adding a checked exception to existing software; it does not show the need for evolution, which is presented in [34, 35] . The figure shows a client of the template method of Figure 1 . The client method takes a specific strategy as an argument, passes it to the template method somewhere in its body, and propagates all exceptions.
Suppose now that in a later version of the application, the specific strategy should signal an additional checked exception YourException. Not only do we have to modify the compute method of MyStrategy, but we must also modify the client method although its behavior has not changed. As we illustrate in our case study in Section 6, this can add up to a considerable amount of work.
Note that the use of abstract exceptions alleviates the problem, but it is generally considered bad practice to handle abstract exceptions because the compiler will not warn the programmer if he forgets to handle YourException. The abstract exception conflicts with the need for complete exception specification [35] . The use of Exception in the Strategy interface is an example of this, as shown in the next section.
Loss of Context Information
A programmer often knows that certain checked exceptions cannot be signalled by a method invocation when delegation is used. If he knows the type of the concrete legate that will be used by the delegator, he can eliminate certain checked exceptions based on the exception clause of the legate. The exception handling mechanism, however, cannot make the same deduction because the delegator hides the exception clause of the legate.
Consider again the example in Figure 3 . Even though the programmer knows that the concrete strategy signals only MyException, he must provide an exception handler for Exception. He cannot use the context information about the concrete strategy to exclude Exception. If MyException is handled, only the handlers for RuntimeException and Exception are useless. But if MyException is propagated as in the example, this is a very long way to write template(myStrategy).
As the application evolves, the inconvenient situation turns into a dangerous one. Suppose, as before, that MyStrategy now signals YourException. The assumption under which the dummy exception handler for Exception was valid, no longer holds: MyException is no longer the only checked exception that can be signalled. But unless the entire program is manually verified, such invalid exception handlers will not be detected, and exceptions will disappear at run-time. The problem can be alleviated by raising an unchecked exception in the dummy exception handler, but this exception can be detected only at run-time, and can thus slip unnoticed through the testing phase.
ANCHORED EXCEPTION DECLARA-TIONS
Eiffel has a concept called type anchoring [32] , to declare the type of an entity relative to the type of another entity, the anchor, within its scope. If the type of the anchor is changed, the type of the other entity automatically follows the change.
In this section, we use the anchoring technique to make exception clauses more expressive. We extend the exception clause of a method to specify not only what exceptions can be signalled, but also where they originate from.
The addition of a new concept for specifying the exceptional be- havior of a method requires an extension of the terminology. An exception clause will no longer be a list of exception types, but a list of exception declarations. Each exception declaration declares that certain checked exceptions can be signalled under certain circumstances. The exception types in traditional exception clauses will be called absolute exception declarations from now on. They declare that a certain type of exceptions can always be signalled.
Instead of always declaring signalled exceptions in an absolute manner, a programmer can also declare them relative to another method using anchored exception declarations. An anchored exception declaration automatically reflects changes in the exception clause of its anchor.
An anchored exception declaration consists of the keyword like, followed by a method expression and optionally a filter clause, as shown by the grammar in Figure 4 . The method expression determines to which method the anchored exception declaration is anchored, and thus the set of exceptions that can be signalled as a result of that exception declaration. The filter clause can narrow this set by allowing only a fixed set of exceptions to be propagated using a propagating filter, or by allowing everything to be propagated except for a fixed set of exceptions using a blocking filter.
A method expression can be any method invocation that is valid in the context of the method header, including the formal parameters of the method. On top of that, type names can be used as expressions because some subexpressions of the method invocation may not always be visible outside the method body, or the programmer may want to hide them. The type name avoids ambiguities in presence of syntactic overloading [33] .
The filter clause allows the developer to propagate only a limited set of exceptions using the propagating keyword, to propagate everything except for a set of exceptions using the blocking keyword, or a combination of both. The default filter clause -no filter clause -allows all exceptions of the anchor to be propagated. Figure 5 shows a few anchored exception declarations. The syntax is chosen such that an anchored exception declaration reads like a sentence. The syntax may seem verbose, but in practice most anchored exception declarations will not have a filter clause. Also, the anchored exception declaration replaces one or more absolute declarations, and eliminates most of the dummy exception handlers like those in Figure 3 . 
Informal Semantics and Rules
We now informally describe the semantics of anchored exception declarations.
An anchored exception declaration declares that the parent method can signal any checked exception that can be signalled by the method it references. Checked exceptions that are blocked by the blocking clause, or not propagated by the propagating clause, cannot be signalled according to that anchored declaration. The meaning of an anchored exception declaration depends on the context in which the parent method is invoked. Because some elements of an anchored declaration, such as references to formal parameters, can have a more specific type for a given method invocation, it can reference different methods for different call-sites. By inserting more specific type information, the anchored declaration may select a more specific method than the one it originally referenced. As a result, the set of signalled checked exceptions may be reduced. Unchecked exceptions are ignored.
Call-site information is inserted by substituting this and the formal parameters by the target and the actual arguments of the actual method invocation t.m(args) in the referenced exception clause. As explained above, the resulting exception clause (EC1) may allow less exceptions than the exception clause of the invoked method (m). In order to compute the set of checked exceptions than can be signalled by t.m(args), we repeat this process for every anchored exception declaration in the computed exception clause (EC1). We insert its target and actual arguments into the exception clause (EC2) of the referenced method, which is possibly a more specific method that the one referenced by the original anchored declaration. After that, we apply the filter clause of the anchored declaration (FC1) to EC2, by removing filtered absolute declaration and merging FC1 with the filter clauses of the anchored exception declarations of EC2. Finally, we replace the anchored declaration in EC1 with EC2. These steps must be repeated until only absolute declarations -exception types -are left. They form the set of checked exceptions that can be signalled by the method invocation t.m(args). This process, called recursive expansion, will be illustrated in the example in Section 3.2. A single step in the process is called expansion. To ensure that the recursive expansion will end, we introduce a rule to prevent loops in Section 7.4.2.
To ensure compile-time safety, we must add an additional rule to determine whether an exception clause is stronger than another one. We explain this rule informally in the next paragraph; the details are presented in Section 7.4.3. This rule must be applied to check whether the exception clause of a method conforms to the exception clauses of the methods it overrides, and to check whether the implementation of a method conforms to its exception clause. For the latter check, we will derive an exception clause from the implementation representing its worst-case behavior. This rule will be illustrated in the example in Section 3.2.
We now describe which differences are allowed between ECa and EC b such that ECa still conforms to EC b . First of all, exception declarations may be removed. Second, an absolute exception declaration -a checked exception type -may be replaced by one or more of its subtypes. Third, an anchored exception declaration anchor b may be replaced by one or more anchored exception declarations that will always select the same method as anchor b , or a method that overrides it. Finally, one or more declarations of EC b may be replaced by an anchored exception declaration anchora if the expansion of anchora conforms to EC b . The latter change allows the delegation of part of the exceptional behavior to another method if that does not introduce additional checked exceptions.
Example
We now illustrate the use of anchored exception declarations for the example of Section 2. Remember there were two problems with the example. We had to modify the template method when adding YourException to the exception clause of MyStrategy.compute, and we had to provide a dummy exception handler for Exception. Figure 6 shows the same example using anchored exception declarations. We have now expressed that changes in the exceptional behavior of strategy.compute and myStrategy.compute will always be reflected in the set of exceptions signalled by the methods template and client respectively. Consequently, the addition of YourException to MyStrategy.compute will not require the modification of the client method.
We now illustrate the expansion process for the method invocation in the body of the client method. The invocation of template has myStrategy as actual argument with static type MyStrategy. If we insert this call-site information in the exception clause of template by substituting the formal parameter, we get the following exception clause:
To obtain the set of exceptions that is declared by this calculated exception clause, we repeat the same process until only absolute exception declarations remain. In this case, there is one more step. The exception clause of MyStrategy.compute contains only an absolute declaration:
MyException
By inserting the static type information of the call-site, we made the method expression in the exception clause of the template method select a more specific method than it referenced originally. As a result, we limited the set of checked exceptions from Exception to MyException.
Generic Parameters
Some of the effect of anchored exception declarations can be obtained by using generic parameters as exception types. Instead of using an anchored exception declaration, a programmer could use a generic parameter that is restricted to exception types, e.g. PARAM extends Exception in Java. This approach, however, is not nearly as elegant and flexible as using anchored exception declarations. The addition of generic parameters for exception handling Figure 6 : The example using anchored exception declarations.
clutters the code since they will appear everywhere in the static typing of the program. On top of that, the number of types of checked exceptions that a method can signal cannot exceed the number of generic parameters in its exception clause. As a result, the programmer could be forced to introduce new abstract exception types and provide wrappers for existing checked exceptions in order to get his code to compile. We also believe that the approach does not work in practice because it is only useful when you do not know the specific type of an object, but you do know what exceptions its methods can signal, which is definitely not a common situation. Finally, using this approach, the exceptional behavior of a method is fixed at the construction time of an object, whereas an anchored exception declaration can exploit all static type information of every method invocation.
Type based approaches to analyze the exception flow in a program also use type variables, but there they serve the same purpose as anchored exception declarations, whereas generic parameters in Java would be absolute declarations that are rarely useful. The type based approaches are discussed in more detail in Section 9.
METHODOLOGICAL DISCUSSION 4.1 Information Hiding
A consequence of the conformance rule is that for a single anchored exception declaration like t.m(args), the implementation may signal only checked exceptions caused by a conform method invocation. But this is a violation of the principle of information hiding [36] . The anchored exception declaration reveals information about the implementation of the method, which must directly or indirectly execute t.m(args) for the former to allow a checked exception to be signalled. So how can anchored exception declarations fit in the object-oriented programming paradigm, where information hiding is a crucial concept?
The answer to this question has been given by Helm, Holland, and Gangopadhyay in [21] , by Lamping in [26] , and by Steyaert, Lucas, Mens, and D'Hondt in [48] . In order to specify the behavior of composable software elements, and thus allow a client to reuse them, it can be necessary to reveal some of the dependencies between the methods of these elements. In these papers, the dependencies are used to alleviate the fragile base class problem, but they are also needed to write specifications for most design patterns since most of them are based on delegation.
The contract of a delegator often contains expressions referencing the legate to allow the derivation of the full contract when the concrete legate is known. If the contract of the interface of the legate introduces indeterminism in the contract of the delegator, and the indeterministic part is relevant for a client of the delegator, the link between the delegator and the legate cannot be hidden. The contract of the delegator promises that the postconditions of the legate will be part of the result. But because the indeterminism prevents the exact postconditions from being known at compile-time, it is impossible for the delegator to satisfy its own contract without directly or indirectly evaluating the expressions that reference the legate.
Consider for example a method forAll(Predicate p, Collection c) that implements a universal quantification using a Strategy pattern. It checks whether all elements in collection c satisfy predicate p, as defined by its eval method. The specification for this method would be result == ∀o ∈ c : p.eval(o). This specification reveals that the implementation of forAll must invoke p.eval(o) because otherwise it is impossible for the implementation to fulfill its contract. As such, there is no loss of information hiding by also specifying that dependency with an anchored exception declaration. The exception clause of forAll would be throws like p.eval(o).
From these arguments, we can derive a rule of thumb regarding the use of anchored exception declarations: 
Usefulness of Source Code Modifications
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the addition of a checked exception triggers modifications in other parts of the program. Some of these changes are good: they force the programmer to change the code that will not work in presence of the added exception. Other changes are gratuitous: they force the programmer to do work that adds no value.
If the modification concerns a method that handles at least one exception, the modification is good. For such a method, an active decision is made to propagate some exceptions, but handle others, and so it is normal that this decision must be repeated when the exceptional behavior has changed.
For methods that do not handle exceptions, it depends on whether or not the method already propagated checked exceptions. If the method did not propagate checked exceptions before, the modification is good. It is not realistic to expect that the exceptional specification of a method changes from "no checked exceptions" to "some checked exceptions" automatically. But if the method did already propagate checked exceptions before and the new checked exception is also propagated, the modification is unnecessary. In this case, the method already propagated all checked exceptions coming from certain method invocations, so it should not be modified if such an invocation can result in a new checked exception. Figure 7 illustrates the addition of a new checked exception for both absolute and anchored exception declarations. The new exception is not always propagated to the end of the chain such that the situation using anchored exception declarations will also require the modification of some methods. The anchored exception declarations always reference the next method in the chain. The circles represent methods, the lines represent chains of method invocations. The big circle in the middle is the method where the new exception was added. A circle is white if it is not modified, gray if it is modified and that modification is good, and black if it was modified unnecessarily. We assume that all anchored exception declarations are in place.
If only absolute exception declarations are used, as in the left figure, the exception must be propagated manually along the invocation chains until it is handled. The methods that handle the exception are colored gray; these changes are useful. The modifications that merely serve to propagate the exception until it can be handled are unnecessary, and thus colored black. If anchored exception declarations are used, as in the right figure, the exception automatically propagates to the end of the chain of anchored exception declarations. For the exceptions that should not reach that point, the programmer can backtrack along the invocation chain until he arrives at the method that should handle the exception. As a result, all methods that cannot deal with the new exception are detected -possibly after backtracking -and the programmer is still forced to perform all good modifications. No unnecessary modifications must be performed.
COMPARISON WITH TYPE ANCHORS
The anchoring technique has more impact on the exceptional return type of a method than on the normal return type. The reason for this is that a normal return value can be used through subsumption. The most specific type information is often not needed. For an exception, however, the general type is usually not sufficient [35] . In this case we need as much information as possible because, by the very nature of an exception handling mechanism, the signaller is not supposed to know how to handle it. Consequently, he cannot provide an exception that will handle itself, prohibiting the use of subsumption.
The conformance rule for anchored exception declarations is more flexible than the corresponding conformance rule for Eiffel type anchors. In Eiffel, the only type conform to like anchor is itself. The rule for anchored exception declarations leaves the opportunity to redefine a part of an exception clause by one or more stronger anchored declarations. The need for this is caused by the difference between the normal and exceptional behavior of a method. Adding an extra layer of indirection (rule 2.b of Figure 10c ) is useful for exceptions because some of them may be handled in the extra layer. For example, a redefined version of the extra layer may declare that it cannot signal any checked exception at all although the method referenced by the original anchored declaration can. This is not possible for the normal return type since there must always be exactly one return type and that type has already been fixed. Both anchored declarations have a slightly different meaning. An Eiffel type anchor declares that the type is always the same as the type of the anchor, while an anchored exception declaration declares that it cannot signal an exception when the anchor cannot.
The difference between the conformance rules results in a difference between the rules to prevents loops while following anchored declarations. The rule of Eiffel type anchors is weaker than the rule for anchored exception declarations because it is not allowed to redefine the type of an anchored declaration in Eiffel. As a result, it suffices to demand that there is no loop in the anchor chain.
CASE STUDY
We used Jnome [47] 
When an element simply cannot be found, a null reference is returned. Suppose now that instead of returning a null reference, a checked exception must be signalled when an element cannot be found. This exception cannot be a subclass of MetamodelException since it does not signal a failure caused by an invalid instance of the metamodel. Just like a MetamodelException, the new exception cannot be handled by the metamodel itself, since it is up to the client of the metamodel to decide what to do when an element cannot be found. This means that all methods that previously propagated MetamodelException must now also propagate ElementNotFoundException, resulting in the modification of over 400 methods. With anchored exception declarations, they would not have to be modified.
From the 110 try-catch statements in the code, only 30 actually handle exceptions. The other 80 try-catch statements are dummy constructions to filter out Exception when Strategy and Template patterns are used. Using anchored exception declarations, the dummy exception handlers can be removed.
FORMAL SEMANTICS AND RULES
In order to simplify the formal semantics and the proof of correctness, we put some restrictions on the underlying programming language. We use a variant of ClassicJava [13] where the throws clause and statements are added again. We limit expressions to this, references to formal parameters and fields, type names, constructor invocations, and method invocations. In an anchored exception declaration, a type name can be used as an expression. Other expressions have been omitted for reasons of brevity, but can easily be added. A class may not introduce a field with the same name as a field of one of its superclasses in order to simplify the lookup after substituting parameters, nor may it overload constructors based on the types of the formal arguments. For methods, ClassicJava already takes care of this by forbidding syntactic overloading [33] .
Formal notation
We now define a shorter notation for exception declarations for use in formulas. Exception lists will be represented by sets of types. The operator denotes that a type is a subtype of an element of a such a set, and can be thought of as the ∈ operator for normal sets. The ⊓,⊔, and − operator correspond to the ∩, ∪, and \ operators on normal sets, and the ⊑ relation corresponds to the ⊆ relation. The symbol ⊤ represents a set containing every type. The full details can be found in the technical report [49] .
An absolute exception declaration is represented by a pair of sets of types: (P, B) . The first set contains the types of exceptions that can be signalled, while the second set contains the types that are blocked. An absolute exception declaration E in a program is then represented by (E, ∅). The second element of the pair will be nonempty for intermediate results during the expansion process, which is presented in Section 7.3.
An anchored exception declaration like t.m(args) propagating (P) blocking (B), where P and B are exception lists, is denoted as like t.m(args) P B, where P and B are sets of exception types. The default values for P and B are ⊤, which contains every type, and ∅.
An exception clause is denoted as a set of exception declarations.
Semantics
We now define the semantics of anchored exception declarations by introducing the boolean δ and ω functions. The Υ and Ω functions are defined in Section 7.3.
DEFINITION 7.1. The δ function determines whether or not an exception clause or declaration allows a checked exception E to be signalled when the parent method of the exception declaration is invoked by the given method invocation. It adds context awareness to exception declarations.
• A method, when invoked as t.m(args), is allowed to signal a checked exception E if at least one of its exception declarations allows E to be signalled.
m(args), E)
• An absolute exception declaration allows a checked exception E to be signalled if it is explicitly propagated and is not blocked.
δ((P, B), t.m(args), E) ⇔ E (P − B)
• An anchored exception declaration allows a checked exception E to be signalled if the exception clause resulting from its expansion after inserting context information allows E to be signalled.
δ(like ta.ma(argsa) Pa Ba, t.m(args), E) ⇔ ω(Υ(Ω(like ta.ma(argsa) Pa Ba, t, args)), E)
Note that the definition for anchored exception declarations is written in terms of the ω function since you can insert call-site information only once.
DEFINITION 7.2. The ω function determines the worst-case behavior of an exception clause or declaration. It is a short-hand form for the δ function when the target is the parent type of the method and the actual arguments are references to the formal parameters of the method.
• ω({ED1, . . . , EDn}, E) ⇔ W i=n i=1 ω(EDi, E)
• ω((P, B), E) ⇔ E (P − B)
• ω(like t.m(args) P B, E) ⇔ ω(Υ(like t.m(args) P B), E)
The Υ and the Ω functions insert more specific type information into the method expression of an anchored exception declaration. As a result, it can select a more specific method and thus reduce the set of exceptions that can be signalled.
Exploiting Context Information
The meaning of an anchored exception declaration is defined in terms of a process called expansion, denoted by Υ, which is performed at compile-time. Expanding an anchored exception declaration is the process of cloning the exception clause of the referenced method and adapting it to include the context information.
The power of expansion depends on the programming language. The more information can be specialized in subtypes or at a callsite, the more powerful the expansion process is. Features that increase the power of expansion include covariant return types, generic parameters, and type anchors.
We assume that the program is well-typed with respect to the type system of ClassicJava. Figure 8 shows the list of symbols and the signatures of the introduced functions.
Substitution
Inserting context information into an exception clause is done by the Ω function. It substitutes formal parameters and the implicit argument this with call-site information.
Under the assumptions made in this paper, applying the Ω function to expression e is equal to the substitution of actual arguments: {val1/par1 . . . , valn/parn, target/this}e. If static methods, syntactic overloading, and overloading of instance variables are allowed, this is no longer the case because lookups of instance variables and signatures are influenced by the insertion of more specific type information. In this case, type elaboration can be used to take the static binding into account, as done in [13] .
The definitions for expressions, exception declarations, and exception clauses are shown in Figure 9a . The <: relation is used to denote subtyping for types and overriding for methods, the Γ function returns the type of an expression.
Filtering
The Φ function applies the filter clauses Pnew and Bnew of an anchored exception declaration to an exception clause. The propagated exceptions of an exception declaration are combined with Pnew using an intersection. The blocked exceptions are combined with Bnew using a union. The function is shown in Figure 9b .
Expansion
The expansion of an anchored exception declaration , performed by the Υ function, selects the exception clause of the invoked method, done by the ε function, and applies the Φ and Ω functions to the result. Because the static types of the actual arguments and the target are subtypes of the formal parameters and the parent type of the invoked method, a more specific method may be selected. As a result, a number of checked exceptions may be eliminated. The function is shown in Figure 9c . In the definition, pi is the formal parameter corresponding to actual argument ai.
Recursive Expansion
The Υrec function gives an upper bound for the types of checked exceptions that can be signalled by a method invocation or declared by an exception declaration or an exception clause. The ⊖ operator calculates the worst case exception types for an absolute exception declaration by removing propagated types that are completely blocked and ignoring blocked types that do not completely block a propagated type. Taking the latter blocked types into account does not provide more safety or flexibility because one of their supertypes must already be propagated or handled. To prevent infinite loops in this process, we need to put a restriction on anchored exception declarations, which is presented in Section 7.4.2. The function is shown in Figure 9d .
Restrictions on Anchored Declarations
In this section, we will discuss the restrictions on anchored exception declarations.
Accessibility Rule
The client of a method must have access to every element of an anchored exception declaration in order to determine which exceptions to expect when invoking the method. This is similar to the precondition availability rule of Eiffel [32] and the accessibility constraints imposed on types used in method signatures in C# [9] .
RULE 1. All elements of an anchored exception declaration must have at least the level of accessibility that the declaring method has.

Acyclic Expansion Graph
In order to prevent infinite loops during the expansion process, we apply a restriction on the anchored exception declarations of a method. Using the anchored exception declarations as edges and methods as nodes, we construct a directed graph, called an expansion graph. For every anchored exception declaration, an edge is added starting from the parent method to the referenced method and all methods overriding it. The latter is required because submethods can be selected due to the insertion of context information.
RULE 2. A program must have an acyclic expansion graph.
Note that this does not require the entire application to be compiled at once if the anchor relations are preserved in the compiled code. A framework can still be compiled separately from a concrete application. If the framework satisfies the rule, the loops introduced in the application will be detected during the compilation of the latter. This is similar to checking for loops in the inheritance hierarchy. 
Conformance Rules
An exception clause ECa conforms to another exception clause EC b , denoted as ECa EC b , when ECa never allows a checked exception that EC b does not allow. For a valid program, the following conformance relations must hold. The functions and relations used in these rules will be explained further on. As a result of these rules, the exception clauses of the overridden methods act as upper bounds, while the exception clause defined by the implementation of a method acts as a lower bound.
The relation
We introduce the relation in order to simplify reasoning about anchored exception declarations. For compile-time safety, it suffices to require that δ(ECa, t.m(args), E) ⇒ δ(EC b , t.m(args), E) holds between a method and the methods it overrides and between a method body and the exception clause of that method. In a fullblown programming language, however, this becomes difficult to reason about because of concepts such as static and final methods. They allow ECa to be a valid refinement of EC b based on the knowledge that some methods cannot be overridden. Such an analysis is hard for a programmer to do and would thus cause confusion when a certain type of transition of exception clauses would be accepted in one part of a program, but rejected in another part because the modifiers of the methods involved are slightly different.
A method expression M Ea conforms to M E b , denoted as M Ea M E b , when the evaluation of M Ea always results in a method that is equal to, or overrides the method resulting from the evaluation of M E b . Consequently, if M Ea M E b , the method selected by M Ea can never signal an exception that is not allowed by the method selected by M E b because of rules 3 and 4. The relations are shown in Figure 10a . The ∼ = relation denotes that both formal parameters are corresponding formal parameters of overriding or equal methods.
For absolute exception declarations, the set of exceptions declared by ABSa must be a subset of those declared by ABS b . For anchored exception declarations, their method expressions and their filter clauses must conform. The filter clauses follow the same rule as absolute declarations. Both relations are shown in Figure 10b .
The relation for exception clauses is shown in Figure 10c . The first condition (1) is equivalent to the traditional exception conformance rule for checked exceptions. It ensures that every checked exception allowed by an absolute declaration of ECa is also allowed by an absolute declaration of EC b . Note that this rule forbids transforming anchored exception declarations into absolute declarations since an anchored declaration promises that an exception can be signalled only by the anchor, which is not the case for an absolute declaration. The set of checked exceptions for which ω((Pa, Ba), E) is true is Pa ⊖ Ba.
The second condition states that an anchored exception declaration anchor b of EC b may be removed, copied, or replaced by an anchored exception declaration that conforms to anchor b (2.a), and that a part of EC b may be replaced by an anchored declaration that expands to an exception clause that conforms to EC b (2.b). The set of checked exceptions for which ω(anchora, E) is true is Υrec(anchora).
Rule 2.b allows replacing a part of exception clause EC b by an anchored exception declaration if the expansion of that anchored exception declaration conforms to EC b . For example, E1, like a().g() may be replaced by like a().f() when the exception clause of f() is E1, like g(). This is a valid transformation because it adds no extra exceptions or circumstances under which exceptions can be signalled; the expansion conforms to the original exception clause. It does however create an opportunity for reducing the circumstances under which the exceptions can be signalled, by handling them in method f().
The ∀E quantifications over all signalled checked exceptions provide additional flexibility. Without them, it would not be allowed to replace like m() propagating (E1), like m() propagating (E2) by like m() propagating (E1,E2).
The conformance rule for exception clauses is related to the rules for refinement of reuse contracts [48] , and the rules for conformance declarations of Contracts [26] . These rules enforce the substitution principle with respect to the specification of dependencies between methods. They involve either direct conformance of elements, like rules 1 and 2.a, or conformance when taking the transitive closure of dependencies into account, like rule 2.b.
The Implementation Exception Clause
The implementation exception clause (IEC) of a method is a calculated exception clause that is an upper bound for the exceptional behavior of the implementation of that method. The algorithm to compute the IEC is similar to the encounters function presented by Robillard and Murphy [41] , and is shown in Figure 11 . We do not give the definitions for every statement and expression, but only for the elements that are interesting with respect to the exception flow.
The IEC is derived from a set of pairs containing the type of a checked exception and an exception declaration. The exception declaration is a declaration that represents a part of the exceptional behavior of the implementation, while the exception type is used to filter pairs when an exception handler is encountered. For a checked exception that is raised directly, the pair contains the static type of the exception as its first and second element. For a checked exception originating from a method invocation, the first element is the static type of the exception, and the second element is an anchored exception declaration containing the method invocation and a filter clause propagating only that type of exception. Adding multiple pairs that propagate only a single exception simplifies the formula for exception handlers.
A try-catch-finally block removes all exception pairs for which the exception type can be handled by one of its catch blocks. After that, exception pairs are added based on the code in the catch blocks and the finally block.
Once the set is constructed for the method body, the implementation exception clause can be obtained by constructing an exception 
strip({ (E1, ED1) , . . . , (En, EDn)}) = {ED1, . . . , EDn} IEC(method) = strip(Ψ(body(method))) clause that contains the exception declaration of each pair. Note that the algorithm does not always yield the lowest upper bound since the function for try-catch-finally blocks discards anchor relations when an exception is directly propagated. Figure 12 illustrates the algorithm. The exception pairs are written in the comments after the corresponding statements. Exceptions E1 and E2 are unrelated. Exception E2 is caught by a catch clause that does not signal an exception. Therefore, all pairs within the body of the try statement that have E2 as exception type can be removed. The resulting set of pairs is:
propagating (E1))}
The resulting implementation exception clause is shown below. It is clear that it conforms to the exception clause of the template method since ({E1} − ∅) ⊑ (⊤ − {E2}) when there is no inheritance relation between E1 and E2.
E3,like hookMethod(getA(),getB()) propagating (E1)
Proof of Soundness
In this paper we only give an overview of the proof of compile-time safety and the most interesting theorems. The full proof is available in the technical report [49] (p.24-47).
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 state that the Φ and Ω functions are monotone with respect to the pre-order when the same context information is inserted in both operands or when more specific context information is inserted in the left-hand operand.
THEOREM 7.1. Φ is monotone.
Theorem 7.3 states that the relation is a pre-order. The = relation can be chosen such that becomes a partial order by demanding that a b ∧ b a ⇒ a = b. That would mean that two exception clauses are equal when they specify the same exceptional behavior, which makes perfect sense. THEOREM 7.3. The relation is a pre-order.
1.
is reflexive a a
is transitive
Theorem 7.4 states that the relation between exception clauses implies that the left-hand exception clause never declares a checked exception that is not declared by the right-hand exception clause, a property we will need for ensuring compile-time safety.
THEOREM 7.4.
The implementation exception clause of a nonabstract method is an upper bound for the exceptional behavior of the implementation of that method. Theorem 7.6 states that the worst-case behavior of a method body, specified by the implementation exception clause, conforms to the exception clause of that method for any specific call-site. As a result, a programmer -and a compiler -can obtain an upper bound for the exceptional behavior of a method call by inserting the context information into the exception clause of the invoked method. THEOREM 7.6. Let t.m(arg1, . . . , argn) be a method invocation in a valid program, let EC = ε(t.m(arg1, . . . , argn)) and let pari be the formal parameter corresponding to argi.
IEC EC ∧ Γ(this(EC)) = Γ(this(IEC))
⇓ Ω(IEC, t, (arg1, par1) . . . (argn, parn) ) Ω(EC, t, (arg1, par1) . . . (argn, parn))
For compile-time safety to be violated, there must be at least one method of which the implementation can signal a checked exception under a circumstance that could not have been predicted by the client when inspecting the exception clause of that method. We now show that this is not possible for a program satisfying all rules.
method signals checked exception Ω Ω Figure 13 : Schematic proof of soundness. Figure 13 illustrates the proof. The exception clause of the method is represented by EC, its implementation exception clause by IEC. We know from rule 4 that IEC EC, so Theorem 7.6 ensures that after insertion of the context information of any call-site, resulting in EC ′ and IEC ′ , EC ′ IEC ′ holds. Note that at runtime, the available context information is even more specific, but because the same information is inserted in both exception clauses, the relation between IEC ′ and EC ′ will still hold.
Using Theorems 7.4 and 7.5, we can derive the right part of the diagram. Theorem 7.4 ensures that ω(IEC ′ , E) ⇒ ω(EC ′ , E). Theorem 7.5 ensures that implementation never signals an exception that is not allowed by IEC ′ . Consequently, we can conclude that no method invocation can result in a checked exception that was not declared by the exception clause of the invoked method. Note that δ(EC, t.m(args), E) is the same as ω(EC ′ , E) when EC ′ = Ω(EC, t, args).
Theorem 7.7 states that the expansion of a method invocation declares less than the exception clause of the invoked method. This property is not necessary for compile-time safety, but is crucial from a methodological point of view. If it does not hold, a method invocation can allow more checked exceptions to be signalled than the invoked method declares, which would be safe but very confusing. For example, if the Υ function would simply return throws Throwable, compile-time safety would not be at risk, but anchored exception declarations would become useless. 
TRANSLATING CAPPUCCINO TO JAVA
We have implemented anchored exception declarations as a variant of ClassicJava, called Cappuccino. We have done this by adding elements representing anchored exception declarations to Jnome [47] , our metamodel for Java, along with the algorithms necessary for validation. The extended metamodel reads ClassicJava files containing anchored exception declarations and checks all the rules they must adhere to. The prototype compiler is available at http://www.jnome.org.
A translator is provided to transform Cappuccino programs into plain Java programs. It replaces anchored exception declarations by absolute exception declarations and, if necessary, adds dummy exception handlers for checked exceptions that cannot be signalled. This is done by performing the following steps for each method.
1. Transform anchored exception declarations into absolute exception declarations, which are calculated by the Υrec function.
2. Remove redundant exception types from the new exception clause. That way, we can add exception handlers in any order.
3. Generate a unique name for the parameter of the catch clauses.
4. Surround the body of the method with a try block. Note that translation to Java is not ideal in terms of performance. By adding the exception handlers, every signalled exception will be caught and re-raised for every stack frame until the relevant handler is encountered. To restore the efficiency, the Java compiler and virtual machine must be adapted such that they do not require the dummy exception handlers anymore. Figure 14 contains the generated code for the client method of Figure 6 .
RELATED WORK
The Java programming language offers a compromise between robustness and flexibility by providing both checked and unchecked exceptions [15] . But as shown in Section 2, that is not sufficient.
Mikhailova and Romanovsky [34] provide support for evolution of the exceptional behavior of a method by introducing a rescue clause. A rescue clause is a default exception handler that allows a method to have an exception clause that does not conform to the methods it overrides. If a client of that method provides a handler for the new exception, that handler is used, otherwise the rescue clause handles the exception. This mechanism only provides a solution when a useful default handler can be provided, which usually is not the case. Anchored exception declarations are complementary to the rescue clause. The rescue clause allows a programmer to signal new exceptions for which a default handler can be provided, while anchored exception declarations can be used when such a handler cannot be provided.
Romanovsky and Sandén [42] show that an exception handling mechanism should correspond to the features of the language. We have shown that the exception clause of a method in object-oriented Figure 14 : Generated Java code.
programming languages is not as expressive as the implementation of a method with respect to delegation. By removing this difference, many problems with checked exceptions are solved. [35] analyze the conflicts between exception handling and object-oriented programming. Our paper is related to these conflicts in several ways. By bringing context information into the exception clause, anchored exception declarations reducebut do not eliminate -the conflict between exception conformance and complete exception specification. Specific information about the exceptional behavior of an overriding method can still be used when the interface of the overridden method has a general exception for conformance reasons. The authors also argue that exception handling increases coupling in object-oriented programs. Anchored exception declarations do not increase coupling when used properly, and they decrease coupling with respect to the adaptability of the program. Finally, Miller and Tripathi discuss the need for evolution of the exceptional behavior of a method. They briefly suggest that a language should allow exception non-conformance and the ability to add exception handlers to existing code.
Miller and Tripathi
Lippert and Lopes [29] simplify exception handling by using aspect-oriented programming. Their approach focuses on removing redundant exception handlers, and can be used for adding the dummy exception handlers and propagating exceptions. Using aspect-oriented programming can be very useful when the exception handlers are meaningful, but for checked exceptions it does not solve the adaptability problem and the program still suffers from hazardous situations under evolution. Anchored exception declarations solve these aspects of exception handling in a better way.
Specification of the dependencies between methods has been presented by Helm et al. [21] , by Lamping [26] , and by Steyaert et al. [48] . They present their work using the normal behavior of a method, but their techniques also apply to the exceptional behavior of a method. Anchored exception declarations provide these dependencies for the exceptional behavior in a way that is verifiable by a compiler.
There has been a lot of work on the analysis of the exception flow in programs. We will first describe the different approaches, and then compare them to our work. Every approach uses a different mechanism to track the dependencies between methods or functions, and automatically infers the exception clause of every method.
In [5, 10, 11, 19, 24, 37, 54, 56] , the type system of the underlying programming language is augmented with information about the exceptions that can be signalled by a particular language construct. To track the dependencies between methods or functions, they insert type variables of the invoked method or function into the exceptional type of the invoking method or function. In [16] , the type system is augmented with boolean constraints in order to track these dependencies.
In [46, 2, 7] , the analysis is done using a control flow graph. The normal and exceptional program flow of each method is encoded in a separate graph. To analyze interprocedural exception flow, edges are created between the involved graphs. Exceptional exit nodes of the invoked method are connected to nodes representing exception handlers or exit nodes of the invoking method. These nodes represent the dependencies between methods.
Robillard and Murphy [41] developed a language-independent model for analyzing the exception flow in object-oriented programs, along with a tool specifically for Java. Their analysis is similar to that of Schaefer and Bundy [45] . They use functions instead of type variables to incorporate the exceptional behavior of other methods. They also discuss the cost of modifying the exception clause of a method, and the use of unchecked exceptions as a result. In [40] , they show that the difficulty in determining all exceptional conditions in advance gives rise to the need for evolution of the exceptional behavior of a method.
The expressiveness of the inferred exception clauses of the above approaches is equal to that of ours -disregarding minor details. In the actual analysis, there will be a significant difference. In our approach, the exception clause is an explicitly written upper bound for the exceptional behavior of a method, causing a loss of precision. The automatically inferred exception clause of the other approaches will be as tight as possible. We believe, however, that our approach is better in an object-oriented setting.
The automatically inferred exception clause of a method m is the union of the exception clauses of all overriding methods and the exceptional behavior of its own implementation, if any. This means that the exception clause of m is based on the specific implementations of that method instead of a general statement about method m. As a result, every newly added method overriding m must conform to the exceptional behavior of the methods that were already present. Otherwise, the entire program must be analyzed again because the analysis was based on the inferred behavior for m, and the program may need to be modified. This is a typical consequence of exposing too much information -in this case, every method invocation in the method body that can result in a checked exception. As such, the higher a method is in the class hierarchy, the more unstable it becomes. In order to keep a program extensible, a sensible upper bound must be chosen for the exceptional behavior of a method, not the tightest upper bound for a given code base.
An analysis based on automatically inferred exception clauses remains useful for object-oriented programming languages. It can be used to obtain a more precise analysis of the exception flow of a particular program, and thus exclude some exceptions that our approach cannot exclude due to exception clauses that are too loose for that particular program.
FUTURE WORK
While anchored exception declarations solve most of the problems of using checked exceptions, there is still room for improvement.
At this moment, an anchored exception declaration can limit the set of exceptions that are propagated, but it cannot express the transformation of one type of exceptions into another, which can be necessary when crossing the boundaries of a component [40] . A construct to express this would allow for a more fine grained specification of the exceptional behavior of a method, and could look like this:
NewException like MethodExpression signals (OldException) In addition, the algorithm for calculating the implementation exception clause can be improved. For example, at this moment it does not retain information about the origin of a checked exception if it is caught, and then raised again. It will treat the raised exception as if it can be signalled at any time and discard possible anchor relations. The exception flow analyses discussed in Section 9 are more precise.
The expressiveness of anchored exception declarations is limited in the sense that they take only static type information into account. Information about the exact conditions under which certain exceptions can be signalled still have to be provided by specifications. Anchored exception declarations are complementary to traditional specifications, and can be added to existing specification languages, such as JML and Spec# [3] , in order to enrich their expressiveness regarding exception handling.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that problems with checked exceptions, such as reduced adaptability and loss of context information, are caused by the lack of expressiveness of the exceptional return type of a method. By introducing anchored exception declarations, we have paved the road for a broader acceptance of checked exceptions. They bring the benefits of unchecked exceptions to the exception clause by allowing the exceptional behavior of a method to be declared relative to other methods. This results in better adaptability of software, more elegant code, and eliminates most of the dangerous exception handlers.
We have defined the formal semantics of anchored exception declarations, and the rules they must adhere to in order to ensure compile-time safety, and we have proved the soundness. We have shown that anchored exception declarations do not violate the principle of information hiding when used properly, and have presented a guideline for when to use them, and when not to use them. In addition, we have defined criteria to determine which modifications caused by the evolution of the exceptional behavior of a method are good and which modifications are gratuitous.
Finally, we have implemented anchored exception declarations in Cappuccino, an extension of ClassicJava. A translator validates Cappuccino programs and transforms them into Java programs.
